Effectiveness evaluation of LEO satellite communication system can not only guide the optimization of constellation program,but also play an important role in the stage of system design. In order to ensure the accuracy of the evaluation results, it is necessary to consider the impact of uncertain information on effectiveness evaluation, whether it is due to poor information or complex system.In order to solve this problem, this paper introduces birth and death process into satellite communication system.Firstly, according to the limit distribution of grey birth and death process with continuous time and limited state, we establish the availability model of the system.Then, the Kolmogorov forward equation is used to characterize the dependability of the system during operation.After that, a capability evaluation index system based on ''four domains'' is constructed. The attribute values of the index are unified into generalized standard interval grey numbers, and the weight allocation model of GSIGN-AHP-ME is established.The system capability is calculated according to the full probability formula.Subsequently,taking constellation X as an example, the system effectiveness is obtained by using the G-BDP-ADC model constructed in this paper.Finally, by comparing with the fuzzy evaluation method, it shows that the G-BDP-ADC model constructed in this paper is better than the fuzzy evaluation method, and can describe the LEO satellite communication system in the context of poor information more appropriately.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the coming of the information age, the demand for information in human society has grown rapidly. The surface of the earth is dotted with vast deserts and oceans, and there are also human activities and economic interests in these places. However, restricted by natural conditions, the ground network cannot effectively cover this part of the region. The development of satellite technology has irreplaceable advantages in solving the communication problems in remote areas. LEO satellite communication system is becoming an The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jihwan P. Choi . important development direction of mobile communication in the future because of its advantages of short signal propagation distance, low link loss and transmission delay, global coverage and so on [1] . The satellite communication system has complex technology, long development cycle and huge investment. If the design scheme is unreasonable and cannot meet the application requirements,which will cause huge losses and even affect the national informatization construction process. Effectiveness evaluation is an important part of satellite communication system research, and has important applications in the demonstration and optimization of system design schemes. Therefore,how to evaluate the effectiveness of the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ system objectively and effectively is of great significance. However, the previous effectiveness evaluation models focus on the deterministic type of parameters. Under the background of poor information,system effectiveness evaluation has become an urgent problem to be solved in the development of satellite communication systems.
Whether it is due to information inferiority or complex system, people's cognition is limited. In order to ensure the accuracy of the evaluation results, it is necessary to consider the impact of poor information on effectiveness evaluation. Therefore, this paper studies the effectiveness evaluation problem in the context of poor information (grey).Since the transition between states of the LEO satellite communication system conforms to the Grey-Birth-Death Process (G-BDP), and the birthing-death process is analytically easy and computationally simple, the birth and death process is introduced into the system modeling. As a classical method of effectiveness evaluation model, ADC effectiveness evaluation method has been widely used. Based on the above factors and the characteristics of the LEO satellite communication constellation, this paper constructs a G-BDP-ADC effectiveness evaluation model for the LEO satellite communication constellation in the context of poor information. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) It provides a new solution to the effectiveness evaluation of LEO satellite communication system under the background of poor information. Based on poor information, this paper improves the solving process of availability, dependability and capability. Taking the solution of availability and dependability as an example, since the mean time between failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) of the system can not be accurately obtained, this paper uses the grey birth and death process and stochastic process theory to construct the model.
(2) It provides a new method for evaluating the dynamic effectiveness of LEO satellite communication system. In this paper, the instantaneous variability of the system is taken into account in the construction of the effectiveness model, and the time factor is introduced to obtain the effectiveness dynamic relationship expression of LEO satellite communication system under the background of poor information.
(3) A new method for the effectiveness evaluation of uncertain failure rate and repair rate is provided. With the deepening of system complexity and the limited cognitive ability of people, the evaluation model based on the determination of failure rate and repair rate has a low credibility when evaluating uncertain information. In this paper, the failure rate and repair rate of the system are represented by the interval grey numbers which obey uniform distribution, and the grey probability transfer matrix is constructed, which provides a new solving model for the effectiveness evaluation of uncertain information.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We present the related work in section II and point out the shortcomings of the effectiveness evaluation research. The definitions involved in this paper are given in section III.
In section IV, the effectiveness evaluation model is constructed, which includes five parts:model assumptions, system state description, calculation of system availability A, calculation of system dependability D and calculation of system capability C. After that, taking constellation X as an example, the effectiveness of the system is calculated by using the effectiveness evaluation model constructed and parameters of system effectiveness evaluation model are analyzed in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work and give future studies directions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
We discuss the development of poor information, Markov model and the birth-death process in II-A and II-B respectively. We then put forward the common methods of effectiveness evaluation and the existing problems in II-C.
A. DEVELOPMENT OF POOR INFORMATION
At the stage of system design, information is often poor, especially for aerospace equipment, which has huge investment and limited number of trials. In engineering practice, it is difficult to get the complete information of the respondents, the system is in the background of poor information. The expression methods of uncertain information include probability value, fuzzy number, interval grey number, interval fuzzy number, grey number, etc. [2] . Grey system is a method to study the uncertainty of small data and poor information. It is different from probability theory, statistics, and ''cognitive uncertainty'' in fuzzy mathematics. The grey system theory can achieve the purpose of evaluating the system through the analysis of sparse data, and is widely used in economic forecasting and management analysis [3] , industrial supply chain [4] , engineering control [5] and other fields.
B. MARKOV CHAIN AND BIRTH AND DEATH PROCESS
The Markov chain is a stochastic process for describing time-continuous, state-discrete, and its salient feature is no aftereffect. Lin et al. [6] described the fading channel with finite state Markov chain and derived the state transition probability between channel states. Brito and Griffiths [7] deployed autonomous underwater platform for marine science, and modeled the sequence of steps from pre-launch to operation to recovery by Markov chain. With the deepening of research,its application scope is expanding. Hu and Li [8] analyzed the failure rate of sensor nodes with markov method. Myint et al. [9] studied and developed a two-state 5G error model based on markov.
Birth and death process is a one-step state transition that only occurs in homogeneous markov chains between adjacent states, and was originally used to study the number of individuals in the process of population evolution [10] . After that, the birth and death process has been widely used in engineering fields such as system availability modeling based on system failure rate and repair rate due to its good analytical performance and simple calculation [11] , [12] . The transition between the states of birth and death process, according to the parameter type of failure rate and repair rate, can be divided into two types:deterministic and uncertain [13] . Crawford and Suchard [14] used birth and death processes to calculate the number of particles changing with time in a system. Orsingher and Polito [15] introduced and tested a fractional linear birth and death process.
C. DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION MODEL
There are many research results on effectiveness evaluation. As one of the core issues of effectiveness evaluation, evaluation method is the basis of effectiveness evaluation. Main evaluation methods include ADC, data envelopment method [16] , fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [17] , heuristic algorithm [18] , [19] , analytic hierarchy process and simulation method [20] , [21] . Dong et al. [22] constructed a combat effectiveness evaluation method for satellite navigation systems based on rough set and fuzzy set theory. Gu and Chen [23] evaluated the effectiveness of UAVs in detecting maritime targets, and improved the deficiencies of the traditional model by simulating the environment of the model. As a typical method of effectiveness evaluation, ADC method is widely used in system effectiveness evaluation. Pirzadeh and Swindlehurst [24] studied the effectiveness of hybrid ADC architecture in overcoming channel estimation errors caused by rough quantization. Gui [25] built the effectiveness evaluation model of UAV driving equipment based on ADC method. While focusing on the effectiveness evaluation of deterministic systems, scholars have also studied the effectiveness evaluation of uncertain systems. Hui and Song [26] used the grey correlation analysis method to solve the grey attributes affecting the effectiveness of weapon systems. Yu et al. [27] established a comprehensive evaluation index system of machine gun combat effectiveness based on interval number, aiming at the problem of uncertainty in the evaluation index of existing machine gun design schemes.
Through the above discussion,it can be concluded that the system effectiveness evaluation mainly focuses on the field of weapons and equipment at home and abroad, and the research on the LEO satellite communication system effectiveness evaluation is obviously insufficient. At the same time, the effectiveness evaluation of satellite communication system often has insufficient raw data, especially in the design stage. Although some progress has been made in the study of effectiveness evaluation, the following problems still exist:
(1) In terms of accuracy, the existing effectiveness evaluation models simplify the calculation process of availability and dependability, and it is difficult to obtain accurate data in the context of poor information, which easily results in large errors in the evaluation results. Taking the calculation of availability A as an example, existing literatures are directly calculated by MTBF and MTTR. The existing models can not meet the needs of effectiveness evaluation under the background of poor information.
(2) In terms of scalability, existing literatures mainly focus on determining the discrete time point/static effectiveness evaluation of the system, and how to extend it to the continuous time interval/dynamic effectiveness evaluation of uncertain systems has become the key to the study of effectiveness.
III. BASIC CONCEPTS

Definition 1 (Grey Birth and DEATH Process, G-BDP): Let
{X (t), t ≥ 0} be a continuous time in which the state is a finite homogeneous Markov process,state space I = {0, 1, 2, · · · , s}, if its transition probability p ij (t) satisfies
Then {X (t), t ≥ 0} is called the grey birth and death process.
Definition 2 (G-BDP-ADC Model): Under the background of poor information,by decomposing the state of LEO satellite communication system, the availability(A) and dependability(D) of the system are obtained by using the grey birth and death process(G-BDP) and stochastic process theory. At the same time, combining with the system capability(C), the effectiveness of LEO satellite communication system is obtained by using E = ADC.The above model is called G-BDP-ADC model.
Definition 3 (Generalized Interval Grey Number): For an attribute index set A, the types of attribute value
A (x) of each characteristic index x include interval grey number, interval value fuzzy number, etc., and the attribute value range R f ∈ [0, 1], then the attribute values of these characteristic indexes can be represented by generalized interval grey number as follows:
where, i = 1, 2, · · · , n represent the ith characteristic index in attribute index set A, A (x) is the interval grey number, µ A (x) is the interval fuzzy number, a i and b i represent the lower and upper limits of attribute value of the ith characteristic index, respectively. Definition 4 (Generalized Standard Interval Grey Number) [28] : Any given generalized interval grey number
where a j is called the white part of j ,g j · ξ j is called the grey part of j ;in the grey part g j · ξ j , g j = b j − a j is called the grey coefficient,ξ j ∈ [0, 1] is the unit grey number.
Definition 5 (Grey Correlation Coefficient): Set X i = {x i (k)|k = 1, 2, · · · , u; i = 1, 2, · · · , h} as system behavior series and X 0 = {x 0 (k)|k = 1, 2, · · · , µ} as reference sequence, then
is the grey correlation coefficient of sequence X i and X 0 . Among them,
The resolution coefficient ρ ⊂ [0, 1], generally take ρ = 0.5. Definition 6 (Grey Correlation Depth Coefficient): Let γ (X i , X 0 ) be the grey correlation coefficient between the ith system behavior series X i = {x i (k)|k = 1, 2 · · · , u; i = 1, 2, · · · , h} and the reference sequence X 0 = {x 0 (k)|k = 1, 2, · · · , µ}, and let
be the grey correlation depth coefficient of the kth element in the system behavior sequence X i .
Definition 7 (GSIGN-AHP-ME Weight Allocation Model):
In the context of poor information, the characteristic index attribute value A (x) of the system is represented by the generalized standard interval grey number(GSIGN), and the normalized index attribute value is obtained. Using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and maximum entropy(ME) model, the weights of each layer index system is obtained. The above model is called the GSIGN-AHP-ME weight allocation model.
IV. MODEL BUILDING A. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
Based on the grey birth and death process, this paper constructs a G-BDP-ADC effectiveness evaluation model for LEO satellite communication system. The assumptions of the model are as follows:
1) The satellites of LEO satellite communication system are of the same type;
2) During the service period of the system,in case of satellite failure,it can replace and restore the function of the system through the satellite replacement/backup, and the probability of repairing a satellite is µ , and the probability of repairing in t time is µ t ; 3) The failure rate and repair rate of the satellite are λ and µ respectively,which are interval grey numbers with uniform distribution; 4) In a small time interval, there is only one satellite failure/repair; 5) When the system is in a fault state,it stops working and no satellites continues to fail. At this time, the system completely loses communication capability.
B. LEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND SYSTEM STATE DESCRIPTION
Satellite communication refers to communication between two or more earth stations by using artificial earth satellites as relay stations to forward or reflect radio waves. Lowearth satellite communication system (LEO) mainly refers to a group of satellites with an orbital height ranging from 500 to 1500 km to cooperate with each other to provide communication services. Fig.1 is a schematic diagram showing the relationship between the interstellar link and structure of a LEO satellite communication system.
Due to the unmaintainability of the satellite itself and the adverse space environment, the system may fail during operation. Although the downgraded operation mode can be used to mitigate the impact of satellite failure on user needs, in order to play the role of the constellation, the fault satellite should be derailed in the shortest time, complete the replacement of the satellite, to restore the function of the constellation. In this paper, the replacement process of backup/replacement satellite is regarded as the repair of satellite system.
Suppose the constellation consists of m satellites. When the number of failed satellites is s(0 < s ≤ m),he satellite system loses its communication function completely. Then, during the mission preparation and implementation phase, the LEO satellite communication system has the following n+1 states:
State 0: All the satellites in LEO satellite system are in good condition and have good communication function; State 1: One satellite in LEO satellite system is in fault state, which can still meet certain communication requirements;
State 2: Two satellites in LEO satellite system are in fault state, which can still meet certain communication requirements;
. . .
State n − 1: s − 1 satellites in LEO satellite system are in fault state, which can still meet certain communication requirements;
State n: s and above satellites in LEO satellite system are in a fault state, and the system is in a fault state.
According to the above state division, the state space of the system is {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , n}. Where the available state of the system is {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , n − 1} and the failure state is {n}.
Since the transfer process between the states of LEO satellite communication system conforms to the grey birth and death process in definition 1, it is recorded as {X 1 (t), t ≥ 0}.
Note λ 0 = mλ , λ 1 = (m − 1)λ , · · · , λ n−1 = (m − n + 1)λ then the elements of Q matrix of LEO satellite communication system are as follows:
Its Q matrix is a tridiagonal matrix: Theorem 1 [29] : For the grey birth and death process {X 1 (t), t ≥ 0} continuous time and limited state and the state space I = {1, 2, · · · , k} of the system, if the process is ergodic, then the limit distribution {π j } satisfies the following equation:
This equation is usually called the equilibrium equations of the process, and {π j } is called the steady-state solution. Since the proof process of the theorem is cumbersome and has been fully proved in the stochastic process, it will not be repeated here. Theorem 2: The grey birth and death process {X 1 (t), t ≥ 0} of LEO satellite communication system is ergodic, and the detailed proof process is shown in [30] .
C. CALCULATION OF AVAILABILITY A OF LEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Availability characterizes the probability that LEO satellite system will perform its mission in good state in steady state, and reflects the readiness of the system to use. The availability of LEO satellite communication systems is related to factors such as system reliability, self-healing, and satellite backup redundancy.
Theorem 3: The transition between states of LEO satellite communication system is a grey birth and death process with continuous time and limited state, and there is a limit distribution. The first probabilistic term π 0 and the general probabilistic term π j of the system being in state 0 ∼ n are:
Proof: Because the grey birth and death process with limited state is ergodic, there exists a limit distribution π j . From theorem 1, we know that {π j } satisfies equation (6), that is
Step by step, get
Because n j=0 π j = 1, we get
To solve the availability of LEO satellite communication system in steady state,it can be obtained by solving the sum of the probabilities of available statein n+1 possible states of the system, that is, the availability of LEO satellite communication system is:
D. CALCULATION OF THE DEPENDABILITY D OF LEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Dependability denotes the measurement of the state of the LEO satellite communication system at a certain instant during operation when the initial state of the LEO satellite communication system is known. Assuming that the system is available in (0, t), it can be used to specify mission. Dependability and reliability are essentially the same in concept. By definition, dependability is a function of time, and the dependability of LEO satellite communication system is the sum of the probabilities that it is in the available state during the execution of the specified mission.
To solve the dependability of the system, Kolmogorov forward equation of stochastic process theory can be used to calculate the probability of the system being in the available state during operation. Kolmogorov's forward equation is as follows:
It can be known from (8) that p w (t) = p w (t)Q, where p w (t) is the probability that the specified mission is completed in the available state of the system. The following equations can be obtained from the matrix equationt p w (t) = p w (t)Q.
+µ p j+1 (t), j = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1
Assuming that all satellites are in normal working state at the beginning of the mission, p 0 (0) = 1, p j (0) = 0(j = 1, 2, · · · , n), to solve the equation (9), laplace transformation is carried out and the solution is obtained. The probabilities that the system is always in the available state {0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1} during the execution of the mission are:
The dependability of LEO satellite communication system is as follows: 
E. CALCULATION OF CAPACITY C OF LEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The capability vector reflects the probability that the system can accomplish the mission in the available and dependability state. The capability C of the system is expressed as:
where, c i (i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1) indicates the probability of completing the task when the system is in available state,which is the comprehensive expression of the system capability; c n denotes the probability of completing the mission when the system is in failure state, obviously c n = 0. In this paper, the capability of LEO satellite communication system represents the probability that the system can complete the mission in the available and dependability state, which is the sum of the system's capability value multiplied by the corresponding state probability value.
In the formula, c j denotes the capability of each available state of LEO satellite communication system,p j (t) denotes the probability of each available state of the system, and the capability value of the whole communication system is obtained by using the full-probability formula.
1) ESTABLISHMENT OF CAPABILITY EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM FOR LEO SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Constructing a reasonable and complete index system is the premise of capacity evaluation. According to the principle of selecting indicators of systematicness, hierarchy and adaptability, the structure and function of satellite communication system are analyzed. It spans physical domain, information domain, cognitive domain and social domain. The relationship among the domains is shown in Figure 3 . According to the capacity requirements of the various domains of the system, the capacity evaluation index system under the ''four domains'' category of LEO satellite communication system is shown in table 1.
2) COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF INDEX DATA
• Collection of index data In order to evaluate the capability of LEO satellite communication system in the context of poor information,it is necessary to collect not only the attribute values of the evaluated VOLUME 7, 2019 constellation indexes, but also the existing LEO constellation data, so as to improve the accuracy of the evaluation. Let the attribute values of h group LEO constellations be recorded as Q = {Q 1 , Q 2 , · · · , Q h }. Each group of LEO constellations consists of u capability evaluation index attribute values to form indicator set I, I = {I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I u }. The attribute value of constellation Q i forthe kth index is {y i (k), k = 1, 2, · · · , u; i = 1, 2, · · · , h}, then the attribute value matrix of LEO constellation capability is Y = [y i (k)] hu .
• Normalization of index data The dimensions and attributes of various indexes in the actual evaluation are often different. Some indexes require the bigger the better (benefit-oriented index), while others hope the smaller the better (cost-oriented index). In order to eliminate the unfairness between indexes and unify the trends of various indexes, the benefit and cost indexes are normalized according to the following methods.
where min k y i (k) = min{y i (k)|i = 1, 2, · · · , h} and max k y i (k) = max{y i (k)|i = 1, 2, · · · , h} represent the minimum and maximum value of the kth index respectively. The normalized index attribute values form the matrix X = [x i (k)] hu , 0 ≤ x i (k) ≤ 1. Take the optimal value of each index to form a new evaluation scheme, which is called the reference scheme.
3) GSIGN-AHP-ME WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT MODEL IN THE CONTEXT OF POOR INFORMATION
Weight reflects the importance of index in the index set. The method to solve the weight is usually divided into subjective, objective and combination method. Subjective weighting method is simple to solve and needs less data, but it is greatly influenced by the subjective wishes of experts. The results given by different experts may be quite different, which can not guarantee the objectivity of the results. In this paper, based on the data background of poor information, the weight of primary indexes are solved, considering that the subjective weighting method is simple to solve and requires less data. At the same time, in order to weaken the influence of experts' subjective will, the objective weighting method is adopted to solve the secondary index weight.
Let j(j = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1) represent the avaliable state of the system, and the weight of primary indexes C jk (j = 0, 1, · · · , n−1); k = 1, 2, 3, 4 in the avaliable state of the physical domain C 1 , information domain C 2 , cognitive domain CC3 and social domain C 4 is ω jk (j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1; k = 1, 2, 3, 4). The normalized value of the evaluation index in each available state is r jkl . For example, r 011 represents the normalized value of the attribute of the secondary index C 11 in the available state 0. The solution process of weight is as follows:
• The generalized interval grey number is converted into normalized generalized standard interval grey number by using equations (12) - (13) , and then expressed as generalized standard interval grey number according to definition 4.
• Solving the weight of the primary indexes In the context of poor information, it is difficult to obtain quantitative data, but easy to judge its relative importance. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a commonly used method to solve the index weight. When the judgment matrix is known,it can be directly solved by yaahp software. Therefore,this paper chooses AHP to solve the weight of the primary indexes in the capability evaluation index system of LEO satellite communication system.
• Solving the weight of the secondary indexes In order to improve the accuracy of solving the index weight, the attribute value matrix Y = [y i (k)] uz of Z group constellation index is randomly generated based on the attribute range value of each index under the background of poor information. The maximum entropy weight allocation model is used to solve the problem.
Step
1: Determination of Objective Function
According to the principle of maximum entropy,on the basis of the known partial information, the maximum probability of the weight obtained by maximizing entropy and satisfying the constraint conditions. The objective function of the secondary index weight allocation model of LEO satellite communication system capability evaluation index system is as follows:
ω jkl lnω jkl (j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1; k = 1, 2, 3, 4)
Step 2: Constraint of Weight Variation Range Grey correlation depth coefficient reflects the correlation between different indexes and the inherent significance of the variation of different indexes among constellations. That is to say, it reflects the intrinsic regularity of the changes of indexes from two perspectives of different constellations and different indexes, and to some extent reflects the importance of indexes. Therefore, the weight variation range of the index can be determined by the size of the grey correlation depth coefficient, and the weight variation constraint is as follows: ω jkl ∈ [min(q ij (k)), max(q ij (k))](i = 1, 2, · · · , Z ; k = 1, 2, · · · , u; j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1)
According to the maximum entropy criterion,we need to make full use of the existing information. The fluctuation range of weight variance can be determined according to the variance of grey correlation depth coefficient of each index. The constraints of weight variance variation are as follows: 1, 2 , · · · , Z ; k = 1, 2, · · · , u; j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n−1) represents the variance of grey correlation depth coefficient of the kth index, minD(k) and maxD(k) represent the minimum and maximum variance of grey correlation depth coefficient of the u indexes, respectively.
4: Construction of Maximum Entropy Weight Allocation Model
According to the objective function and constraints, the model based on the maximum entropy weight is constructed as follows:
, maxD(k)], k = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1. ω jkl r jkl (15) 
V. CASE STUDY
A LEO constellation X contains six orbital planes and 54 satellites. The failure rate/year −1 and repair rate/year −1 of this constellation are interval grey numbers with uniform distribution (0.096,0.2) and (8.1103,12.0482) respectively. Through STK software simulation, the relationship diagram between the number of fault satellites in each orbit and the change of system coverage rate is obtained (Figure 13 ). When the number of fault satellites reaches 12, the coverage rate of single satellite decreases to 89.72%,which means that in the covered area, there is a 10% probability that the satellite is not covered, and the constellation cannot meet various performance in the available state of the system, and is in the fault state. When constellation X is in the state of 0, that is to say, all satellites are in good condition, the relevant capability data are shown in table 2, column 3. According to the relevant historical data and simulation data of the existing LEO satellite communication system, the indexes are planned by formula(12) -(13) to obtain the planned generalized interval grey number. According to definition 4, the normalized generalized interval grey number is transformed into the generalized standard interval grey number, and then the normalized attribute value of each ability index of constellation X is obtained. The duration of the mission is 0.1 year.
A. NATURE DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of LEO satellite communication system refers to the ability to achieve certain mission objectives under certain system conditions. In order to explore the influence of various factors on the effectiveness of the system and find the growth rule of the effectiveness, this paper takes constellation X as an example to make the following analysis. According to formula (7) , (10) and (11), the effectiveness of constellation X is: 
ω jkl r jkl (16) According to formula (16) , the sensitivity of each parameter to system effectiveness is analyzed as dE dλ , dE dµ and dE dt . Reflecting E(λ ), E(µ ), E(t) is the slope of the curve. The relationship between failure rate λ , repair rate µ , mission duration t and system effectiveness is shown in Figure 4 -12. 
1) MONOTONIC ANALYSIS
The LEO constellation X system effectiveness is the monotonic reduction function of the failure rateλ (Figure 4 , Figure 5 , Figure 10 ) and the missiom time t (Figure 8 , Figure 9 , Figure 11 , Figure 12 ), wheras is the repair rate µ (Figure 6, Figure 7 , Figure 10 )monotonically increasing function, which is in line with reality. Therefore, the lower the failure rate λ , the higher the repair rate µ , the greater the system effectiveness ( Figure 10) ; the shorter mission time t, the higher the repair rate µ , the greater the system effectiveness ( Figure 11) ; the lower the failure rate λ , the shorter mission time t, the greater the system effectiveness ( Figure 12 ).
2) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The analysis of Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows that,when the failure rate of the system is constant, changing the mission time has a more significant impact on the system effectiveness than improving the repair rate, which is more intuitively reflected in Figure 11 . In Figure 4 , with the improvement of repair rate, the growth rate of system effectiveness is fast at first and then slow down, and with the increase of failure rate, the decline rate of system effectiveness is accelerated. The change rate of system effectiveness shows that reducing the failure rate has a more obvious impact on the system efficiency than improving the repair rate, which is more directly reflected in Figure 10 . Analysis of Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows that when the system repair rate is constant and the mission time changes between(0,0.55), changing the mission time has more significant impact on the system effectiveness than improving the repair rate. When the mission time exceeds 0.55 years, it is necessary to weigh the marginal benefits of shortening the mission time and reducing the system failure rate for effectiveness growth.
Analysis of Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows that when constellation X's mission time is one year, the system effectiveness is zero. In Figure 8 , different failure rates achieve the same effectiveness value, and the mission time experienced varies. For example, when the effectiveness value drops to 0.1, the larger the failure rate, the shorter the misiion time required. Figure 12 more intuitively verifies this rule. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows that with the increase of the failure rate, the system effectiveness decreases almost linearly, so the failure rate of constellation X should be reduced as much as possible. In Figure 5 , when the duration of a mission is long (up to 1 year), either reducing the system failure rate (Figure 12 ) or improving the system repair rate (Figure 11 ) has no significance to improve the effectiveness. In Figure 12 and Figure 11 , the system effectiveness tends to zero. Therefore, the effectiveness of the system can be effectively improved by reasonably dividing missions and controlling the duration of missions. Analysis of Figure 6 and 7 shows that improving the repair rate has a limited effect on increasing the system effectiveness. When the repair rate is increased from 8.1103 to 12.0482, the system effectiveness raised from 0.3 to 0.42 ( Figure 10 ), but when the failure rate is reduced from 0.2 to 0.096, the system effectiveness increases from 0.3 to 0.57 ( Figure 10 ), and when the mission time is reduced from 1 year to 0.1, the system effectiveness increases from 0 to 0.7 (Figure 11, Figure 12 ). Therefore, from the perspective of improving the effectiveness of constellation X, we should start from two aspects: improving system failure rate and shortening mission time.
3) ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS GROWTH TREND
Analysis of
Based on the above analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:(1) Without considering the cost and other factors, shortening the mission time has the most significant impact on the system effectiveness, followed by improving the repair rate of the system, and finally reducing the failure rate of the system. (2)When optimizing the system, the marginal revenue of effectiveness growth should be considered, and the tradeoff between effectiveness and cost and other factors should be pursued under the condition of meeting communication requirements.
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF CONSTELLATION SYSTEM BASED ON G-BDP-ADC MODEL
According to formula (7):
From formula (10):
The solution of the capability C is based on the formulas (11)- (15) . Now, taking the system in the 0 state as an example, the weight of the indexes are solved. The specific steps are as follows:
• Solving the weight of the primary indexes Based on the capability index system of LEO constellation X, several experts are consulted, and the acquired capability evaluation matrix is weighted and averaged to obtain the judgment matrix shown in table 3 .
Using Yaahp software, the weight of each primary index is obtained as follows:
ω 01 = 0.553, ω 02 = 0.114, ω 03 = 0.233, ω 04 = 0.007
• Solving the weight of the secondary indexes According to table 1, there are 25 secondary indexes based on the capability assessment index system under the category of ''four domains''. Now the weight of each secondary index in the physical domain is allocated. In order to further improve the accuracy of solving index weight, six groups of constellation data are randomly generated in the domain of attribute values of each secondary index in the physical domain of constellation X and the data are normalized. The grey correlation coefficient matrix between each index and the constellation is obtained according to equation (3), as shown in table 4. According to formula(4), the grey correlation depth coefficient matrix reflecting weight information is obtained, as shown in table 5.
According to the calculation formula of variance, we can get:
(k = 1, 2, · · · , 9; j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1)
The grey correlation depth coefficients of each index are obtained as D(1) = 0.004923, D(2) = 0.005385, D(3) = 0.004118, D(4) = 0.004354, D(5) = 0.004306, D(6) = 0.004545, D(7) = 0.004912, D(8) = 0.004759, D(9) = 0.004331.
In order to solve the weight of each secondary index in the physical domain, the following maximum entropy weight VOLUME 7, 2019 allocation model is established:
The weight of each secondary index obtained by using MATLAB is as follows: According to formula (16) , the effectiveness of constellation X is as follows:
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS MODELS 1) CONTRAST WITH CLASSICAL ADC MODEL
In the comparison of the models, mission execution time is not considered to ensure that each model measures the system effectiveness under the same parameters, and the failure rate and repair rate in references [31] and [32] are the median values of corresponding intervals in this case. The comparison between G-BDP-ADC model and classical ADC model is shown in table 6.
From Table 6 , it can be seen that the effectiveness of the traditional ADC model is within the effectiveness range of the G-BDP-ADC effectiveness evaluation model under the background of poor information, which further verifies the validity of the model. The G-BDP-ADC effectiveness evaluation model can be used not only to solve the deterministic system effectiveness, but also to measure the effectiveness in the context of poor information.
2) COMPARISON OF UNCERTAIN INFORMATION EFFECTIVENESS SOLVING MODELS
Fuzzy evaluation and grey system, as the common methods of uncertain system evaluation, have been widely used. The effectiveness of the simulation method in reference [33] is taken as the original effectiveness value. The failure rate and repair rate of the system are 0.096 and 12.0482,respectively. The system effectiveness is solved by using G-BDP-ADC model and fuzzy evaluation method [34] . The variation of the effectiveness with the system running time was shown in Figure 14 .
From Figure 14 , it can be seen that the G-BDP-ADC model constructed in this paper is superior to the fuzzy evaluation method in terms of the closeness to the original effectiveness value. The main reason is that the research object of fuzzy theory is ''clear connotation, unclear extension'', and requires the membership of data to be known. When the system is ''clear extension,unclear connotation'', and the data quantity is too poor to obtain the statistical characteristics of the data, the grey system just makes up for this problem. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The paper presented a G-BDP-ADC model for effectiveness evaluation of LEO satellite communication system in the context of poor information,which can not only guide the optimization of constellation program,but also play an important role in the stage of system design. Despite some endeavors having been made, the effectiveness model constructed in this paper has high requirements for the accuracy of prior information. How to reduce the impact of prior information on the model is a problem that needs further study in the future. In addition, considering the actual operation of satellite constellation, the study on the effectiveness evaluation based on different spare parts strategies will be an innovative and interesting work in the future research.
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